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Which Cue to “Want?” Central Amygdala Opioid Activation
Enhances and Focuses Incentive Salience on a Prepotent
Reward Cue
Stephen V. Mahler and Kent C. Berridge
Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

The central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) helps translate learning into motivation, and here, we show that opioid stimulation of CeA
magnifies and focuses learned incentive salience onto a specific reward cue (pavlovian conditioned stimulus, or CS). This motivation
enhancement makes that cue more attractive, noticeable, and liable to elicit appetitive and consummatory behaviors. To reveal the
focusing of incentive salience, we exploited individual differences in an autoshaping paradigm in which a rat prefers to approach, nibble,
and sniff one of two reward-associated stimuli (its prepotent stimulus). The individually prepotent cue is either a predictive CS⫹ that
signals reward (8 s metal lever insertion) or instead the metal cup that delivers sucrose pellets (the reward source). Results indicated that
CeA opioid activation by microinjection of the  agonist DAMGO (0.1 g) selectively and reversibly enhanced the attractiveness of
whichever reward CS was that rat’s prepotent cue. CeA DAMGO microinjections made rats more vigorously approach their particular
prepotent CS and to energetically sniff and nibble it in a nearly frenzied consummatory manner. Only the prepotent cue was enhanced as
an incentive target, and alternative cues were not enhanced. Conversely, inactivation of CeA by muscimol microinjection (0.25 g)
suppressed approach, nibbles, and sniffs of the prepotent CS. Confirming modulation of incentive salience, unconditioned food intake
was similarly increased by DAMGO microinjection and decreased by muscimol in CeA. We conclude that opioid neurotransmission in
CeA helps determine which environmental stimuli become most “wanted,” and how “wanted” they become. This may powerfully guide
reward-seeking behavior.

Introduction
Discrete cues or pavlovian-conditioned stimuli (CSs) that predict
rewards (unconditioned stimuli, or UCSs) can potently attract
attention, stimulate motivation, and become worked for and
“wanted” almost like UCS rewards themselves (Timberlake and
Grant; Holland; Bindra, 1978; Toates, 1986; Robbins and Everitt;
Gallagher and Schoenbaum, 1999; Berridge, 2001; Di Ciano and
Everitt, 2005). This can sometimes lead to bizarre motivated behaviors directed at CSs, rather than at reward UCSs themselves.
For example, crack cocaine addicts are known to “chase ghosts,”
or compulsively pick up pebbles on the ground that resemble
crack rocks (Rosse et al., 1993; Berridge, 2007), rats eagerly sniff a
lever CS that predicts cocaine or brain stimulation reward (Peterson et al., 1972; Uslaner et al., 2006), quail copulate with a birdsized terrycloth CS that predicts a sex partner (Burns and Domjan, 1996), and rats and pigeons bite, lick, or peck CS levers or
lighted keys for food or water almost as if the CSs were the asso-
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ciated ingestive rewards themselves (Jenkins and Moore, 1973;
Boakes, 1977; Tomie et al., 2008).
One explanation for such peculiar consummatory behaviors
focused on CSs is provided by the incentive salience hypothesis of
motivation, which posits that mesocorticolimbic activation bestows incentive salience on selected reward cues, guided by previous pavlovian associations (Robinson and Berridge, 1993; Berridge, 2001, 2007). The cues take on incentive motivational
features of their rewards (Bindra, 1978; Toates, 1986; Berridge,
2001). As a consequence, those cues become attractive, “wanted”
incentives themselves, as well as triggers of “wanting” for associated
UCS rewards. However, some cues and rewards become more
“wanted” than others, and “wanting” can sometimes be focused
compulsively on one reward cue at a time, as in addiction.
How is incentive salience generated and focused onto a particular reward cue? Activation of mesocorticolimbic circuits at
the moment of cue reencounter must be guided by previous associations with rewards and attributed to a selected perceived cue
or representation. The amygdala is a potential brain structure in
which pavlovian learning could be translated into motivational
salience and focused on a particular percept (Morris and Dolan,
2001; Di Ciano and Everitt, 2004; Holland and Gallagher, 2004;
Corbit and Balleine; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005; Balleine and Killcross, 2006; Beaver et al., 2006; Phillips et al., 2008). Opioid neurotransmission in the CeA nucleus may be especially important
for generating such incentive motivation (Gosnell, 1988; Kim et
al., 2004; Scott et al., 2007).
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Figure 1. Examples of appetitive– consummatory behaviors directed at CS⫹. Each rat directs cue-triggered consummatory
behaviors toward its own prepotent CS: either the predictive CS⫹ lever or the sucrose-delivering CScup. The target of incentive
salience differs across individuals in this autoshaping paradigm, although in all cases the extension of the CS⫹ lever triggers a
phasic peak of CS “wanting” and appetitive– consummatory behaviors. Please visit http://www.lsa.umich.edu/psych/
research&labs/berridge/multimediavideo/which_cue_to_want.mov, or see Video 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material to see examples of these behaviors.

Here, we predicted that activating opioid receptors in CeA
would enhance both the focus and the intensity of incentive salience, making a preselected CS more “wanted” than others. We
used microinjections of a  agonist to activate CeA opioid circuits and muscimol microinjections to more generally inactivate
the CeA. We used a pavlovian autoshaping or sign-tracking paradigm to test whether CeA controls the direction and intensity
of appetitive– consummatory behaviors and confirmed up/
down modulation of incentive salience with food-intake tests.
Our results indicate that amygdala circuits can powerfully enhance and focus incentive salience on a CS to determine which
cue to “want.”

Materials and Methods
Overview

When a metal CS⫹ lever is repeatedly inserted through a wall to predict
a sucrose pellet delivered into a nearby metal cup (which we will call the
CScup), a rat may come to approach, nibble, sniff, and bite either the
predictive CS⫹ lever or the sucrose-delivering CScup, but usually not
both equally (Hearst and Jenkins, 1974; Boakes, 1977; Flagel et al., 2007,
2009). That is, each rat develops its own individual prepotent CS to
preferentially approach and “consume,” a choice that is correlated with
particular mesolimbic markers that differ across individuals (Flagel et al.,
2007, 2008, 2009). Once the preference emerges for an individual rat, it
tends not to change. We will call whichever CS target a rat reliably chose
its “prepotent CS” (Valenstein et al., 1970). This choice of a particular
prepotent CS is so reliable that a rat can be categorized as either “CS⫹
lever preferring” or “CScup preferring” within several days of training
(Flagel et al., 2007, 2008). We predicted that CeA opioid activation by
DAMGO microinjection would intensify appetitive– consummatory behaviors directed toward a rat’s prepotent CS only, namely whichever cue
it came to preferentially approach and interact with during early training.
Conversely, we predicted that GABAergic inactivation of the CeA via
muscimol microinjection would suppress appetitive– consummatory
behaviors directed at the prepotent CS. These predictions were confirmed using detailed video analyses of consummatory behaviors directed at CSs in an autoshaping paradigm. We further measured effects
on food intake in the same rats to confirm that motivation for the UCS
was increased by CeA DAMGO and decreased by CeA inactivation similarly as CS-directed motivation. A Fos plume mapping technique was
also used to estimate where microinjected drugs acted anatomically to
exert all these behavioral effects.

Sprague Dawley rats were used (n ⫽ 105 females, 250 –350 g; individual experiments used
ns of 24, 64, and 17 as described below, and
every estrous phase was included). Rats were
housed in a reverse 12 h light/12 h dark cycle,
⬃21°C room (housed in pairs until surgery and
alone thereafter). Chow and water were available ad libitum at all times, except during autoshaping procedures when food was slightly
restricted to 20 –25 g/d/rat (delivered daily after
training or testing). To maximize the impact of
microinjections in both behavior tests and in
Fos plume analyses, separate groups were
used to measure (1) the attribution or expression of food consummatory-like behaviors
targeted at CSs (tested during or after learning in different groups), (2) motivation to
consume UCS reflected in food intake, and
(3) local spread of neuronal modulation
mapped by local Fos plumes around sites of
DAMGO or muscimol microinjections.

Autoshaping paradigm

To assess whether CeA activation/inactivation
altered appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed toward a reward CS, we measured
cue-triggered consumption-like behaviors directed toward the metal lever (CS⫹ lever) that signaled sucrose pellet delivery and the metal cup
(CScup) that delivered it. Consummatory behaviors were sniffing, nibbling, and biting movements directed to the CS⫹ lever or the CScup. Each
CS was a discrete and localized physical object that could be grasped and
“eaten” (i.e., approximately the size of a chow pellet, located in one place,
and easily noticed) (Tomie, 1996). The sequence of nibble-and-sniff ingestive movements targeted at a CS resembles initial ingestive movements directed toward a UCS food pellet at onset of eating (described
below; see examples in Figs. 1 and 3).
The CS⫹ was a metal 4.5 ⫻ 2 cm lever containing a light-emitting
diode that was physically inserted through the chamber wall for 8 s immediately before each UCS pellet delivery and accompanied by a 2.9 kHz
continuous tone during lever insertion (Flagel et al., 2007, 2009). The
CS⫹ presentation was a phasic event that predicted the UCS with 100%
correlation, and the physical lever was discrete, graspable, and bitable (to
promote consummatory conditioned responses). The CScup was a recessed dish (3 cm diameter) with raised metal edges (0.7 cm high) that
rats could also approach, sniff, insert their head into, nibble, and bite.
Contrasting the two sucrose-associated stimuli, the CS⫹ lever was the
most predictive CS, having the highest correlation with presentations of
the UCS reward (but spatially segregated from it by 5 cm). The CScup was
more immediately proximal in space and more contiguous in time to the
UCS pellet (because a rat had to retrieve each UCS directly from the cup
at the moment of reward), but less correlated in a predictive sense because of its presence during the entire session, including during absence
of CS⫹ or UCS. Extension of the CS⫹ lever was the informationcontaining, predictive stimulus that triggered cue approach and consummatory behaviors directed at whichever cue was prepotent in a given rat.
Finally, a third stimulus (or control CS⫺) that had no specific excitatory
or inhibitory associations was always present in the form of a second lever
that remained in the chamber throughout the entire session.

Behavioral videoscoring
All video analyses were scored in slow motion (1/10 to 1/2 actual speed)
by observers blind to experimental conditions. For autoshaping experiments, a video camera positioned under the transparent floor of the
autoshaping chamber provided a clear view of the rat’s head and body. In
addition, presses on the CS⫹ lever and control CS⫺ lever were automatically recorded, and nose pokes into the sucrose cup were recorded by
photobeam breaks. Behavior for the 8 s of the 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, and
25th CS⫹ presentations of each scored session (and the 8 s before each
cue in the autoshaping expression experiments) was also coded by blind
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observers. Consumption-like nibbles and sniffs of the CS⫹ lever and
CScup were the primary measures of attempted cue consumption. “CS
nibbles and sniffs” were small-amplitude, short-duration (⬍0.5 s) exploratory movements of the mouth or nose on the lever or sucrose cup, in
physical contact with it, typically occurring in bouts of 1–2 s each (1–3
Hz), and resembling the exploratory nibbles and sniffs of a chow pellet
UCS before it is eaten. Also similar to food-intake behavior, most rats
transitioned from preliminary nibbling and sniffing of the CS to “slow
bites” of the CS, in which they grabbed the lever with one or both paws,
and clearly opened and closed their mandibles on it ⬎0.5–1 s while
making tooth contact with it.
In food-intake tests, scored behaviors included time spent eating,
number of eating bouts, latency to eat, food sniffing and nibbling bouts,
time drinking, number of drinking bouts, occurrences and seconds of
defensive paw treading, bouts of digging in bedding, cage crosses, and
rears.

attributed with incentive salience during learning, a separate group of
rats received microinjections of muscimol (0.25 g/0.5 l; n ⫽ 4) or
vehicle (n ⫽ 4) before each of the first 4 d of autoshaping training.
Opioid stimulation and GABA suppression of UCS intake: effects of
amygdala opioid stimulation and inactivation on food UCS consumption.
To confirm that modulation of CS-directed food consummatory-like
behaviors was caused by changes in incentive salience, we tested whether
motivation to consume a UCS reward was also altered in the same directions by drug microinjections. Food-intake tests were performed in
transparent plastic tub cages with preweighed food (Purina chow pellets), ad libitum water, and corncob bedding. Each rat was tested for 1 h
intake in the same cage each day, after microinjections into amygdala of
vehicle and either DAMGO (0.1 g, n ⫽ 22) or muscimol (0.25 g, n ⫽
9) in counterbalanced order on separate days 48 h apart. Food and water
intake was measured in grams, and behavior was videotaped for subsequent analysis of coded behaviors.

Surgery

Autoshaping testing apparatus

To permit microinjections for behavioral testing or Fos, all rats were
anesthetized with ketamine (80 mg/kg), xylazine (7 mg/kg), and atropine
(0.04 mg/kg) and surgically implanted with chronic, bilateral microinjection guide cannulae (23 ga; 14 mm long; positioned 2 mm above CeA
sites). Cannulae were anchored to the skull with bone screws and acrylic
cement, and steel stylets were inserted to prevent occlusion. Stereotaxic
placement coordinates for cranial cannulae were calculated based on
Paxinos and Watson (2007). Cannulae were aimed at multiple sites in the
CeA ranging from (mm relative to bregma), ⫺1.8 to ⫺3.0 AP; ⫾3.0 to
⫾4.2 ML; and ⫺5.8 to ⫺6.5 DV, or at control sites in nearby amygdaloid
structures, including the basolateral amygdala (BLA), basomedial amygdala (BMA), and interstitial nucleus of the posterior limb of the anterior
commissure. All rats were allowed 1 week to recover from surgery before
any habituation or testing procedures were started.

Behavioral experiment descriptions
DAMGO enhancement of previously learned CS incentive salience. The first
experiment tested whether DAMGO microinjection that was administered on a test day after CS-UCS learning sessions were completed would
enhance approach and consummatory-type interactions with a previously learned reward CS. This group of rats was trained drug-free on an
autoshaping task for 5 d after surgery and recovery. Beginning on day 6,
the rats were given bilateral microinjections of DAMGO and vehicle in
randomized order (n ⫽ 24, CS⫹ lever prepotent n ⫽ 15; CScup prepotent
n ⫽ 9) on each of the next two sessions (0.1 g/0.5 l, 48 h between test
days), immediately before testing in the same autoshaping paradigm. For
all microinjections, rats were gently held while stylets were removed, and
a microinjector was inserted extending 2 mm beyond the end of each
guide cannulae. Vehicle or drugs were bilaterally infused in a 0.5 l
volume over 90 s using an automated syringe pump. The microinjector
was held in place for 1 min after each injection to allow for drug diffusion
from the injector tip.
DAMGO enhancements during learning. Another experiment tested
whether amygdala opioid stimulation would similarly enhance incentive
salience if administered on initial training days immediately before learning. Separate rats were given daily microinjections of either vehicle (n ⫽
22, CS⫹ lever prepotent n ⫽ 14; CScup prepotent n ⫽ 8) or DAMGO (0.1
g/0.5 l, n ⫽ 30, CS⫹ lever prepotent, n ⫽ 22; CScup prepotent, n ⫽ 8)
into CeA before each of the first six daily autoshaping training sessions.
GABA suppression of prepotent CS incentive salience. To test the opposite prediction that amygdala inactivation would suppress approach and
consummatory transactions with a prepotent cue, an additional set of
experiments was run using microinjections of the GABAA agonist muscimol [0.25 g/0.5 l; dose chosen to temporarily inactivate amygdala
based on previous reports of behavioral suppression or learning interference (Wilensky et al., 2000; Maren et al., 2001)]. The same rats from the
first experiment (n ⫽ 24) were given seven additional drug-free training
days after DAMGO tests (days 8 –14) and then tested after microinjections of either muscimol (0.25 g/0.5 l) or vehicle in randomized order
on days 15 and 16 (held 48 h apart). Finally, to test whether muscimol
inactivation of CeA before training would also prevent a CS from being

Autoshaping chambers were 30.5 ⫻ 24.1 ⫻ 21.0 cm, with steel front and
back plates, and clear plastic sides, ceiling, and floor. A red house light
was mounted on the top of the back wall, which was lit throughout all
sessions. Two retractable levers were present on either side of the front of
the chamber, one which extended periodically during autoshaping sessions (the CS⫹ lever), and another that was always extended during
autoshaping sessions (the control CS⫺ lever). The CS⫹ lever also contained a white LED light embedded within it that illuminated the underside of the lever during cue presentations, and the box was equipped with
a tone generator. A sucrose delivery cup was located between the levers
near the floor of the front of the box. An infrared beam was incorporated
into the sucrose cup to measure number of entries. A computer equipped
with MED-PC software (Med Associates) controlled all events and recorded behavior during training sessions.

Testing procedures: general autoshaping procedures
Before training, rats were handled for 3 d and exposed to 20 sucrose
pellets/rat in their home cage overnight before autoshaping training. Rats
then received 1 d of magazine training: ad libitum sucrose pellets on a
variable time (VT)– 60 s schedule for 20 min to habituate them to taking
pellets from the sucrose cup. The control CS⫺ lever was extended
throughout this session, but the CS⫹ lever was never extended.
All autoshaping sessions consisted of 25 pavlovian pairings of the CS⫹
lever (8 s, VT-90 s schedule) with one 45 mg sucrose pellet UCS delivered
into the sucrose cup immediately (within 0.5 s) after lever retraction.
Sessions ended 90 s after the 25th cue (35– 45 min). Rats were handled for
⬃5 min before each session, during which time microinjections were
given, or stylets were removed, cleaned, and replaced to approximate
microinjection procedures.

Statistical analyses
Autoshaping results were analyzed with mixed ANOVAs, using withinsubjects factors of drug (DAMGO vs vehicle, muscimol vs vehicle) and
period (the 8 s before each scored cue vs the 8 s of each cue), and betweensubjects factor of preferred cue (CS⫹ lever or CScup). Training day was
also a within-subjects factor in acquisition experiments. Bonferroni corrected t tests and repeated measures ANOVAs were used to assess interactions. No order effects were found between drug and vehicle days in
autoshaping expression and food-intake experiments, so data were collapsed across days for all analyses. Food intake and other general behavioral effects of DAMGO and muscimol were analyzed with paired samples t tests comparing drug to vehicle days. When percentage increases
were reported to describe the magnitude of DAMGO and muscimol effects,
raw data were adjusted by adding 1 to every score to avoid the problem of
calculating percentage increases over 0 for behaviors with low baselines.

Anatomical specificity of microinjection effects: Fos plumes and
anatomical controls
To map where microinjections were likely to have directly altered neuronal function adjacent to injection sites, and so assign anatomical responsibility for behavioral effects, we used a Fos plume tool in separate
rats to measure local plume-shaped regions of neuronal modulation
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caused by microinjections of DAMGO, muscimol, or vehicle (total, n ⫽
17) (Peciña and Berridge, 2005; Mahler et al., 2007; Smith and Berridge,
2007). Local plumes of Fos expression usually can be distinguished from
indirect elevation in more distant sites and so provide a relatively direct
measure of the spread of impact on local brain tissue. To ensure maximal
estimation of Fos plume spread, unconstrained by gliosis that might limit
drug spread after several consecutive microinjections, Fos plumes were
mapped in a separate group of naive rats under conditions equivalent to
the first day of behavioral testing. Use of separate groups for Fos plume
and behavioral measurements avoids underestimation of plume size, as
well as induction of anticipatory Fos activation resulting from reward
learning that might otherwise have imposed ceiling effects on the magnitude of drug-induced elevations in Fos. Avoiding underestimation of
plume size seemed important to avoid falsely inferring localization of
function beyond that which actually exists. This procedure follows similar methods to those used in previous studies (Peciña and Berridge,
2005; Mahler et al., 2007; Smith and Berridge, 2007).
Vehicle or drugs were bilaterally infused identically to above ( opioid
agonist DAMGO, 0.1 g dose, n ⫽ 6; GABAA agonist muscimol, 0.25 g
dose, n ⫽ 3; or sterile isotonic saline vehicle, n ⫽ 4). Additional sham
control rats received sham surgeries but no cannula implantation to
assess spontaneous Fos levels in the absence of any cannula-associated
gliosis (n ⫽ 4). Rats were deeply anesthetized, and 75 min later brains
were removed and processed for Fos-like immunoreactivity (refer to
Peciña and Berridge, 2005 for details). DAMGO and muscimol Fos
plumes were mapped based on the percentage change in Fos-like immunoreactivity surrounding injection sites after DAMGO or muscimol versus controls, measured in blocks along each radial arm (Fos excitatory
“plume” ⫽ 2⫻ and 3⫻ elevations above control levels; Fos inhibitory
“anti-plume” ⫽ ⬎50% decline from control levels). Baselines were measured in CeA and surrounding structures in intact brains to assess normal
expression, and around the site of vehicle microinjections similar to drug
microinjections (Fig. 2). Adjacent slices were stained for Substance P to
identify landmarks for comparison to a brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson,
2007).
Fos immunoreactivity was visualized with the avidin– biotin complex
method, and images were taken of the site 5⫻ magnification with a color
camera coupled to a Leica microscope. Fos was quantified by zooming in
on these images to 40⫻ magnification to identify Fos-like immunoreactive (FLI) neurons by their shape and size (3–7 pixels at 40⫻ magnification and 5184 pixels/square inch resolution) and counting the number of
FLI cells within 0.125 mm 2 block of tissue. Up to 10 consecutive blocks
were counted stretching out from the microinjection center along each of
seven radial arms leading away from the center of microinjection sites (a
total of ⬃80 blocks were quantified per microinjection). To be counted
as positive for Fos-like immunoreactivity, a cell was required to have a
dark-black intensity that was at least 20% darker gray than background
(e.g., background gray, 60% black; FLI cell, 98% black). Batch differences
in background density or Fos staining were controlled by excluding any
brain with levels of Fos-like immunoreactivity in a control cortical site
(dorsal piriform cortex, layer 2, distant from microinjection sites) of ⬎2
SDs above or below the mean number of Fos⫹ cells per 0.125 mm 2 in
this structure across animals [m(SD) ⫽ 11.3(3.2)]. In addition, to ensure
that drug differences in Fos were not artifacts of background contrast or
nonspecific immunoreactivity between batches, at least two brains from
every group were included in each batch so that drug differences could be
examined within as well as across batches (uninjected, vehicle, DAMGO,
and muscimol).
After Fos quantification, plume radii were measured and plotted (Peciña and Berridge, 2000, 2005; Smith and Berridge, 2005; Mahler et al.,
2007; Smith and Berridge, 2007). The size of plume symbols used for
mapping was based on the average radii of Fos plumes for that drug. The
color of each plume symbol was coded to show the change in behavioral
effects produced by drug microinjection at the corresponding site in a
particular animal. The bilateral cannulae for each rat were plotted on
each map to depict every placement (two sites per rat). For rats that
received drug and vehicle after training, symbol color was calculated
based on comparisons with each animal’s own vehicle day. For rats that
received microinjections during training, drug rats were plotted with
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plume symbols, and colors were based on comparison with the average of
the vehicle group. Cannulae placements for animals receiving vehicle
were marked with “Xs.” Maps were always plotted separately in sagittal,
coronal, and horizontal planes to construct a 3D map set.

Results
Synopsis
Activation of  opioid neurotransmission in CeA by DAMGO
microinjections enhanced appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed toward each rat’s own prepotent CS, more than
toward the alternative CS or other stimuli in the chamber. The
CS⫹ for sucrose reward (insertion of a metal lever through the
wall into the chamber, accompanied by a tone) elicited appetitive
and consummatory behaviors directed either at the CS⫹ lever
itself, or at the metal cup where sucrose was delivered (CScup)
within several days of training. When the CS⫹ was presented, rats
began to nibble and sniff, then bite their prepotent CS. These
bouts of intense consummatory behaviors were time-locked to
the 8 s duration of the CS⫹ presentation. The effect of DAMGO
microinjections in CeA was to increase the number and intensity
of appetitive and early-phase consummatory behaviors of the
preferred CS (exploratory nibbles and sniffs; Figs. 3 and 4), often
raising them to apparently frenzied levels (Fig. 3 and Video 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed toward the prepotent
CS were reliably enhanced regardless of whether DAMGO was
administered during learning or after learning. DAMGO also
subsequently enhanced food intake (UCS “wanting”) in the same
rats, consistent with the conclusion that it enhanced the incentive
salience of both food and food cues. Conversely, inactivating the
CeA with muscimol during or after learning suppressed approach
and consummatory behaviors directed toward the prepotent CS
and suppressed UCS food intake.
Classification of prepotent CS preference
All rats developed a prepotent CS, which they approached and
consumed during CS⫹ presentations on average greater than
seven times, and at least greater than three times more often than
the alternative CS [F(4,88) ⫽ 8.3, p ⬍ 0.001 for group tested after
learning; F(2,90) ⫽ 5.4, p ⬍ 0.01 for group tested during training].
Approach and consummatory sniffing, nibbling, licking, and biting movements were directed primarily at the prepotent CS. Individual rats in the drugs post-training or drugs during training
experiments preferred either the CS⫹ lever (⬃70% of rats) or the
sucrose-delivering CScup (⬃30% of rats) (Fig. 1). Over 70% of all
rats preferred to approach and attempt to consume their prepotent CS nearly exclusively (⬎9 of 10 cue interactions were with
the preferred CS). Only ⬃10% of rats interacted with both cues
approximately equally (and even then slightly more with one
than the other), and 20% of rats interacted with the cues on a 2:1
basis.
Phasic peaks of consummatory behavior toward the prepotent
CS were always time-locked to insertions of the CS⫹ lever
through the wall into the chamber [F(1,22) ⫽ 78.6, p ⬍ 0.001],
lasting the duration of the 8 s CS⫹, and decaying immediately or
within seconds of the lever’s disappearance (even when the consummatory behavior was directed to the CScup that remained
present afterward). Each rat’s preference for a particular CS stimulus remained stable across days, and CS prepotency was not
redirected by DAMGO but merely intensified for the already prepotent CS [(and not changed for the other CS);  2 ⫽ 1.8, n.s.; no
interaction of type ⫻ drug on CS⫹ lever nibbles and sniffs, F(2,90)
⫽ 2.4, n.s.)].
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Figure 2. Fos plumes in amygdala. Fos Sampling Method, Illustrates the method used to sample Fos expression around injection sites, in which radial arms for sampling extend from the center
of microinjection sites, viewed in a coronal plane. Fos-expressing neurons are counted in 62.5 ⫻ 62.5 m blocks on arms spaced at 62.5 m intervals; 5⫻ magnification. Insets show sample tissue
blocks from equivalent sites in brains injected with nothing, vehicle alone, DAMGO, or muscimol; photo taken at 40⫻ magnification with exposure time adjusted to clearly show Fos expression.
Vehicle plume: Example changes in Fos following vehicle microinjection alone, compared with uninjected tissue. DAMGO and muscimol plumes, Example DAMGO and muscimol-induced plumes of
Fos modulation. Colors indicate areas of Fos elevation by 2⫻ (yellow) or 3⫻ (red) over uninjected control levels for the relevant structure. Lines represent areas of Fos elevation by 2⫻ (dashed line)
or 3⫻ (dotted line) over vehicle microinjection levels at equivalent sampling boxes and brain areas. Regions of Fos inhibition caused by muscimol began on average 0.36 mm from microinjection
centers. %⌬ Fos by distance from injection: Fos activation was plotted as percentage change from uninjected tissue levels, as a function of distance from the center of microinjection. Data were
averaged across rats for the vertical sampling arm, extending ventrally from the injection site and compared with uninjected control Fos levels in equivalent brain areas. Map backgrounds—CeA
anatomical stain: Anatomical borders of the CeA were visualized in a sagittal view with a Substance P stain (left), and the inset shows the background used for mapping Figures 4 – 6 within the larger
brain and atlas boundaries [right; adapted from Paxinos and Watson (2007), maximum rostrocaudal and dorsoventral extent of CeA depicted]. Injection sites in behavioral and Fos animals were
identified in coronal sections with adjacent slices stained for Substance P to identify the CeA, then transferred to a sagittal view for presentation. CeA, central amygdala; BLA, basolateral amygdala;
MeA, medial amygdala; BMA, basomedial amygdala; I, intercalated nuclei; ic, internal capsule; GP, Globus pallidus; PLH, posterior lateral hypothalamus.

CeA DAMGO enhances incentive salience of previously
learned prepotent CSs
DAMGO microinjections specifically enhanced by up to 220%
over vehicle levels the number of nibbles and sniffs directed toward a rat’s prepotent CS that it had previously acquired during
several undrugged days of training [veh m(SEM) ⫽ 3.8(0.4);
DAMGO m ⫽ 5.0(0.4); F(1,21) ⫽ 9.2, p ⬍ 0.01]. DAMGO increased

the number of appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed
toward the preferred CS only and not toward the nonpreferred
CS [interaction of cue type ⫻ drug on during cue nibbles and
sniffs, F(1,21) ⫽ 6.7, p ⬍ 0.05].
Thus, in CS⫹ lever preferring rats, DAMGO specifically enhanced consummatory nibbles and sniffs of the CS⫹ lever by up
to 218% of vehicle day levels [mean increase ⫽ 146%, veh m ⫽
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sniffing rate, F(1,21) ⫽ 12.0, p ⬍ 0.01; preferred cue, t(21) ⫽ 4.2, p ⬍ 0.001; nonpreferred, t(21) ⫽ 1.5, n.s.]. As DAMGO
enhanced appetitive/consummatory nibbles and sniffs that typically initiated bouts
of ingestive-type behaviors, it simultaneously excluded other more instrumental
and terminal behaviors in a manner suggesting response competition, thus reducing computer-scored lever presses to only
47% of vehicle [F(1,14) ⫽ 14.8, p ⬍ 0.01]
and reducing slower, discrete bites (lasting
⬎0.5 s each in duration) that otherwise
tended to terminate ingestive sequences
[79% of vehicle day, F(1,14) ⫽ 12.4, p ⬍
0.05].

Stimulation

Nibbles/Sniffs
of Preferred Cue

Timeline

+

Figure 3. Effects of DAMGO on the microstructure of CS appetitive– consummatory behavior. The behavior of a typical rat with
CeA cannulae following vehicle and DAMGO microinjections on separate days following acquisition of preference for the CS⫹
lever is shown in the top section. After vehicle or no microinjections, CS⫹ lever–prepotent rats typically approach, nibble, and
sniff the CS⫹ lever when it extends, then transition to a period of slower, discrete bites. When DAMGO is administered in CeA, the
nibbling and sniffing period is extended at the expense of the slow biting period. Bar graphs at the bottom show that anterior CeA
DAMGO enhances consummatory behaviors directed at the CS⫹ lever or CScup over vehicle levels in CS⫹ lever or CScup-preferring
rats, respectively. Sucrose pellet is delivered 8 s after lever extension, coincident with lever retraction. See video 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for examples of CS⫹ lever and CScup consummatory behaviors. * indicates difference from vehicle for all CeA animals, p ⬍ 0.05.

3.4(0.3), DAMGO m ⫽ 4.9(0.5); t(14) ⫽ 4.7, p ⬍ 0.001] while not
affecting these behaviors directed toward the nonpreferred
CScup [veh m ⫽ 0.3(0.1), DAMGO m ⫽ 0.4(0.2); t(14) ⫽ 1, n.s.].
Conversely in CScup-preferring rats, DAMGO microinjections in
anterior CeA increased nibbles and sniffs of the sucrose cup (and
entries into it) to up to 200% of vehicle levels when the CS⫹ was
present [mean increase nibbles/sniffs ⫽ 120%, veh m(SEM) ⫽
2.56(0.8), DAMGO m ⫽ 3.95(0.9); t(3) ⫽ 10.1, p ⬍ 0.01; entries t(3)
⫽ 7.3, p ⬍ 0.01], but did not affect nibbling and sniffing interactions with the CS⫹ lever [veh m ⫽ 0.6(0.6), DAMGO m ⫽ 0.5(0.2); t(3)
⫽ 0.9, n.s.].
DAMGO also intensified the rate (number per second) of
preferred CS nibbling and sniffing, suggesting that the increased
quantity of these behaviors reflects enhanced vigor or intensity of
investigatory nibbling and sniffing (per unit of time) and not just
a prolongation of the period spent showing the behaviors
[DAMGO effect on preferred but not nonpreferred cue nibbling/

CeA DAMGO during training also
enhanced CS consummatory behavior
Similarly, the separate group of rats that
received opioid stimulation of CeA while
they were initially learning CS/UCS associations (days 1– 6) showed enhancements
of appetitive and consummatory behaviors directed toward their prepotent CS,
but only beginning around day 4 [days
4 – 6: veh m(SEM) ⫽ 3.2(0.5), DAMGO m ⫽
5.0(0.4); F(1,47) ⫽ 7.9, p ⬍ 0.01] (Fig. 4; supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). On the initial three training days, DAMGO did not
significantly increase cue nibbles or sniffs
during CS⫹ presentations [F(1,47) ⫽ 2.6,
n.s.], nor did it advance the day of preference acquisition [t(47) ⫽ 0.26, n.s.], although it did increase sucrose cup entries
in all animals during non-cue periods
[main effect of drug in precue period for
days 1–3, F(1,47) ⫽ 8.6, p ⬍ 0.01].

Detailed behavioral topography of CeA
DAMGO effect
Consummatory behaviors directed toward preferred CSs were usually observed
to follow a predictable sequence, which
was similar to behaviors observed in UCS
food intake. When eating a UCS chow pellet, rats approach and vigorously nibble
and sniff it for 2–10 s, then pick up the pellet and subsequently
transition into slower, more discrete bites that terminate the consummatory sequence with actual ingestion of food. Food cueoriented behaviors in autoshaping followed a similar sequence,
with two to three intense, frenzied bouts of sniffs and nibbles,
which are repeated several times in rough alternation during each
1–2 s bout. Thus, nibbles and sniffs appear to be a transitional
appetitive– consummatory phase of behavior, reflecting initial
moments of intense exploration and motivated interest in the CS,
similar to what would be expected of an attractive, salient stimulus. Sniffs and nibbles were usually followed by a period of slower,
discrete bites lasting ⬃0.5–1 s each, similar to the terminal stereotyped biting and swallowing movements of ingesting actual
food. Slow bites usually terminated the CS consummatory sequence and competed with the preliminary period of nibbling
and sniffing for expression within 8 s cue periods. For prepotent
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Figure 4. Stimulating CeA opioids after or during autoshaping training specifically stimulates nibbles and sniffs of the prepotent CS. CeA DAMGO enhancement of “wanting” for preferred and
nonpreferred cues are mapped rat-by-rat based on the intensity of DAMGO effects at the mapped microinjection sites (color) and average DAMGO Fos plumes measured at similar sites (size). CeA
-opioid stimulation after training (left column): after animals learned to preferentially approach and interact with one of the two CSs, DAMGO enhanced nibbles and sniffs only of the prepotent
CS, but not the alternative CS during cues. CeA -opioid stimulation during training (right column): when DAMGO was administered while animals were learning the autoshaping task; again it
enhanced CS consummatory behavior selectively toward the preferred CS, once the preference became established (average cue nibbles and sniffs for the last 3 training days shown). Hexagonal
symbol colors denote DAMGO modulation of prepotent CS nibbles and sniffs, calculated as percentage change from vehicle day in the same animals, or the mean of the vehicle animals in the DAMGO
during training experiment. Inner symbols represent average diameter of 3⫻ Fos enhancement over uninjected tissue levels, surrounded by semitransparent halos that show 2⫻ Fos enhancement
zones. ‘X’ symbols indicate cannulae placements for rats receiving vehicle microinjections in the between-subjects design, DAMGO-during-training experiment. Bars along rostrocaudal and
dorsoventral axes show the intensity of DAMGO effects (mean ⫾ SEM percentage of vehicle levels) within each 0.4 mm wide level, centered on the labeled coordinate; a plume symbol can contribute
to more than one bar when it straddles multiple levels). At bottom, summary data for all animals with cannulae placements in CeA are shown for DAMGO administered after training (left) and DAMGO
during training (right). Bar colors in all cases reflect mean percentage change from vehicle in that zone. * indicates difference from vehicle for all CeA animals, p ⬍ 0.05.
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CSs, the main effect of DAMGO in CeA was to prolong the initial
phase of intense exploratory nibbling and sniffing, postponing or
even displacing the terminal bites because the lever disappeared
before the rat stopped showing nibbles and sniffs (Fig. 3).
DAMGO specifically potentiated this initial phase of vigorous
nibbles and sniffs, as if the CS⫹ lever had suddenly become a
more attractive and salient stimulus worthy of intense, vigorous
investigation. In short, DAMGO did not simply enhance all preexisting cue-directed behaviors, or cause rats to confuse the CS
with food or actually try to eat the metal object (with terminal
bites), but specifically potentiated a pattern of appetitive approach
and intense initial consummatory behaviors that plausibly reflect
incentive salience.
Specificity of CeA DAMGO effects
DAMGO selectively enhanced appetitive and consummatory behaviors that were triggered by appearance of the CS⫹ lever, and
did not enhance cue-directed nibbles and sniffs in absence of the
CS⫹ lever. Even for the CScup that was always present, DAMGO
failed to enhance approach or consummatory behaviors in the
absence of the CS⫹ lever [interaction of cue period ⫻ drug on
preferred cue nibbles and sniffs, F(1,21) ⫽ 9.0, p ⬍ 0.01]. Thus, for
all CS consummatory behaviors, enhancements were timelocked to the presence of the CS⫹, occurring as phasic peaks that
typically decayed to baseline within 1–2 s of the end of CS⫹
presentation.
DAMGO enhancements of CS consummatory behaviors reversed and disappeared when rats were tested drug-free on a
subsequent day (48 –96 h after DAMGO; day 8 of training, after
DAMGO administration on day 6 or 7). On the postdrug retest
day, nibbles and sniffs were reduced from their DAMGOinduced peak in the same rats [retest m(SEM) ⫽ 3.8(0.3) vs
DAMGO m ⫽ 5.0(0.4); F(1,21) ⫽ 8.1, p ⫽ 0.01] and were no longer
different from the initial vehicle day [m ⫽ 3.8(0.4); F(1,21) ⫽ 0.1,
n.s.]. Therefore, DAMGO incentive salience enhancements were
not permanent but reflected a temporary motivation change related to current opioid levels in CeA.
CeA opioid enhancements were highly focused, and specific to
a rat’s particular prepotent CS, and did not extend to either the
CS⫺ control lever or to the non-prepotent CS [no post-training
drug effect on CS⫺ nibbles and sniffs, t(23) ⫽ 1.4, n.s., or presses,
t(23) ⫽ 1.0, n.s.; similarly no pretraining drug effect on CS⫺ lever
nibbles/sniffs, F(1,27) ⫽ 0.3, n.s.; or presses, F(1,27) ⫽ 0.1, n.s.]. As
mentioned above, only a few rats approached and attempted to
consume the CS⫹ lever and CScup cues approximately equally
during CS⫹ presentations. Even for these rats (n ⫽ 3), DAMGO
selectively enhanced approach and attempted consumption of
only one cue and never both (CS⫹ lever for two rats, and CScup for
the remaining rat). Thus, even in the few rats that are ordinarily
attracted to both CSs, CeA DAMGO enhanced the incentive salience
of only one CS at a time.
Baseline effect of CeA DAMGO in the absence of cues
DAMGO appeared to produce a general locomotor enhancement
in the absence of the CS⫹. In the periods between CS⫹ presentations, DAMGO increased the number of head entries into the
sucrose cup for both CS⫹ lever and CScup preferring rats [main
effect of drug in precue period, F(1,22) ⫽ 331.6, p ⬍ 0.001], especially CS⫹ lever preferring rats whose preferred CS was not then
present [interaction of rat cue preference ⫻ drug, F(1,22) ⫽ 6.0,
p ⬍ 0.05]. Touches of the control CS⫺ lever, as well as the number of rears were also increased by DAMGO during between-cue
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periods [interaction of drug ⫻ period, CS⫺ lever, F(1,22) ⫽ 6.0,
p ⬍ 0.05; rears, F(1,22) ⫽ 13.8, p ⫽ 0.001].
CeA DAMGO enhances food UCS consumption
In separate food-intake tests, opioid stimulation of CeA doubled
UCS chow intake compared with vehicle levels [grams eaten, t(23)
⫽ 6.1, p ⬍ 0.001]. DAMGO also increased the cumulative duration of eating behavior and number of eating bout initiations to
⬎350% of vehicle levels [duration, t(23) ⫽ 2.9, p ⬍ 0.01; initiations, t(23) ⫽ 3.1, p ⬍ 0.01] (see Fig. 6). DAMGO also increased
the number of sniffs of food pellets [165% increase in frequency;
t(23) ⫽ 2.4, p ⬍ 0.05], and pellet pickups [234% frequency increase; t(23) ⫽ 2.1, p ⫽ 0.05], although the total number of sniffs
displayed toward food per bout was always far lower than was
directed by the same rats toward their prepotent CS in autoshaping testing (0.5–2 s of UCS sniffing; 4 –7 s prepotent CS sniffing
and nibbling). In contrast, DAMGO did not alter drinking behavior (drinking bouts, drinking time, drinking time/bout: t test
values ⬍1, n.s.; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material) or chewing of non-food objects in
the cage, such as control lever or lights, pieces of bedding or
excrement (t test values ⬍ 1, n.s.).
Muscimol inactivation of CeA suppresses incentive salience of
prepotent CSs
Inactivation of the CeA by muscimol microinjection dramatically
suppressed cue-triggered consummatory behaviors directed at
the prepotent CS, reducing levels to 10 –30% of vehicle levels
[vehicle m(SEM) ⫽ 4.1(0.3); muscimol m ⫽ 0.9(0.3); t(21) ⫽ 3.3, p ⬍
0.01]. Muscimol did not affect the already low levels of consummatory behaviors directed toward the nonpreferred CS [prepotent vs nonpreferred cue, F(1,21) ⫽ 64.7, p ⬍ 0.001; no effect of
muscimol on nonpreferred cue, vehicle m ⫽ 0.6(0.2), muscimol
m ⫽ 0.4(0.2); t(21) ⫽ 2.0, n.s.] (Fig. 5). Muscimol microinjection
reduced cue-triggered consummatory nibbles and sniffs only of
the preferred CS in both CS⫹ lever and CScup preferring rats [cue
period ⫻ drug interaction on nibbles and sniffs CS⫹ lever rats,
vehicle m ⫽ 3.4(0.4), muscimol m ⫽ 0.5(0.3); F(1,22) ⫽ 25.3, p ⬍
0.001; CScup rats, vehicle m ⫽ 3.1(0.5), muscimol m ⫽ 0.7(0.4);
F(1,22) ⫽ 12.12, p ⬍ 0.001], as well as CS⫹ lever slow bites in CS⫹
lever rats (period ⫻ drug interaction for slow bites, vehicle m ⫽
0.7(0.3), muscimol m ⫽ 0.2(0.1); F(1,14) ⫽ 9.0, p ⫽ 0.01]. Muscimol
did not significantly affect the low level of CS⫺ control lever
pressing during cue periods but did marginally reduce CS⫺
pressing in the absence of the CS⫹ [F(1,21) ⫽ 4.9, p ⬍ 0.5; during
cue, t(21) ⫽ 1.4, n.s.; precue period, t(21) ⫽ 1.8, p ⫽ 0.9].
Muscimol similarly reduced prepotent CS approach and consummatory interactions when administered during training,
with lever consummatory behaviors being decreased by ⬎70%
from vehicle levels by day 4 [interaction of drug ⫻ test day for
CS⫹ lever nibbles and sniffs, F(3,18) ⫽ 4.3, p ⬍ 0.05, t test on day
4, t(6) ⫽ 3.5, p ⬍ 0.05]. However, rats still developed cuetriggered approach responses to the sucrose cup during cue periods [main effect of pre-cue period vs during cue period, F(1,6) ⫽
7.3, p ⬍ 0.05] and did not significantly differ from vehicle rats in
CScup entries [vehicle m ⫽ 0.84(0.25), muscimol m ⫽ 0.77(0.34),
F(1,6) ⫽ 0.01, n.s.; supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material]. Thus overall, inactivation of CeA prevented rats from attributing strong incentive salience to a discrete CS⫹, whether they were still learning its
motivational significance during training or had already learned
to target incentive salience upon it during previous training.
Suppression of CS appetitive– consummatory behaviors by
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difference suggested that anterior CeA may be more sensitive
than posterior CeA for modulating the incentive salience of prepotent CSs. Muscimol inactivation of amygdala suppressed preferred cue consummatory interactions whether injections were
bilaterally contained within CeA or only unilaterally contained
[bilateral CeA, vehicle m(SEM) ⫽ 4.0(0.5); muscimol m ⫽ 0.5(0.4);
t(8) ⫽ 7.0, p ⬍ 0.001; unilateral CeA, vehicle m ⫽ 3.1(0.7); muscimol m ⫽ 0.6(0.4); t(5) ⫽ 3.7, p ⬍ 0.05]. Unlike DAMGO, muscimol also suppressed consummatory interactions with the prepotent CS even when injections were centered outside the CeA
borders (e.g., in BMA or BLA).
In baseline periods between CS⫹ presentations, muscimol
decreased corner sniffing and rearing behavior [interaction of
period ⫻ drug; sniffing, F(1,22) ⫽ 23.6, p ⬍ 0.001; rears, F(1,22) ⫽
19.3, p ⬍ 0.001] and conversely increased the amount of time rats
spent totally immobile [F(1,22) ⫽ 8.4, p ⬍ 0.01].
CeA muscimol reduces UCS food and water intake
During autoshaping test sessions, muscimol decreased eating behavior and suppressed the retrieval and consumption of UCS
sucrose pellets to 30 – 40% of vehicle levels [t(8) ⫽ 7.8, p ⬍ 0.001
for post-learning test; F(1,6) ⫽ 13.31, p ⬍ 0.01 for during-training
test; however, sucrose pellet eating rebounded to ⬎85% from the
second test day on in the during-training DAMGO experiment].
In the separate free-intake test, using normal chow pellets that
may have been less palatable than sucrose, muscimol microinjections in CeA completely abolished food intake to zero [t(8) ⫽ 2.8,
p ⬍ 0.01]. Muscimol also reduced video-scored eating behaviors,
including the number of eating bouts [t(8) ⫽ 3.5, p ⫽ 0.001],
cumulative duration of time spent eating [t(8) ⫽ 3.0, p ⬍ 0.01]
(Fig. 6), and the total number of food sniffs [51% of vehicle, t(8) ⫽
2.5, p ⬍ 0.05]. CeA muscimol also reduced water intake bouts
[t(8) ⫽ 4.2, p ⬍ 0.001] and time spent drinking [t(8) ⫽ 4.0, p ⬍
0.001; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material] but did not affect the number of bouts or
total time spent chewing objects such as bedding or excrement (t
test values ⬍ 1, n.s.).
We note that functional inactivation by muscimol here was
intended to assess generally whether CeA participation was necessary to phasically want a CS for reward by inhibiting all CeA
neurons with GABAA receptors, regardless of whether they also
possessed opioid receptors. To know whether endogenous opioid
signals in CeA in particular mediate normal “wanting” of a
cue, future experiments could use microinjections of an opioid antagonist into CeA. Consistent with this possibility, we
note that CeA microinjections of the opioid antagonist naltrexone do at least suppress UCS food intake (Giraudo et al.,
1998; Glass et al., 2000).

Figure 5. Muscimol inactivation of CeA after autoshaping training reduces nibbles and sniffs
of the prepotent CS. Inactivating the CeA with muscimol after training (percentage change from
vehicle day in the same rats) dramatically reduced prepotent cue nibbling and sniffing but does
not consistently affect these appetitive– consummatory interactions with the nonpreferred CS.
Summary data for all animals with cannulae placements in CeA are shown at bottom. * indicates
difference from vehicle for all CeA animals, p ⬍ 0.05.

muscimol appeared to be stronger at anterior sites in CeA (defined as between 1.4 and 2.04 mm behind bregma, 31% of vehicle
levels) than at posterior sites [2.04 –3.4 mm behind bregma, 46%
of vehicle; main effect of cannula placement on prepotent CS
nibbles and sniffs (F(1,13) ⫽ 9.5, p ⬍ 0.01)]. The rostrocaudal

Other general behaviors elicited by amygdala opioid
stimulation or muscimol inactivation
Defensive treading behavior elicited by DAMGO and muscimol
Beyond reward-related behavior, the CeA participates in fearrelated behavior (Paré et al., 2004; Zimmerman et al., 2007), and
our CeA manipulations may have additionally modulated defensive motivation. Defensive treading is an innate fearful response
in rodents to aversive stimuli that can be actively managed, elicited in the wild by rattlesnakes, scorpions, or similar threats and
elicited in the lab by discrete threats like avoidable shock prods
(Owings and Coss, 1977; Treit et al., 1981; Rodgers et al., 1997).
Treading involves forward motions of the forepaws that push and
throw dirt or bedding forcefully in the direction of the perceived
threat (predator, laboratory shock prod in chamber, or experi-
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induced treading was moderate in intensity [m ⫽ 4.5(2.5) s/h] and
was oriented toward the corners and walls of the testing cage,
especially the front wall through which the experimenters and
cameras could be seen. Defensive treading generally alternated
with periods of food intake in chambers that contained both
chow and bedding stimuli and was never observed in autoshaping chambers that had bare floors. Rats were sometimes even
observed to sniff and pick up a piece of food, quickly drop it and
tread at it for 1–2 s, then immediately return to the food pellet and
begin eating again. DAMGO-induced treading occurred most
frequently in animals with placements centered in the ventral half
of the CeA, bordering on BLA and BMA (8.4 –9.8 mm ventral of
bregma) compared with rats with dorsal CeA sites [7.0 – 8.4 mm
ventral of bregma; drug ⫻ dorsal/ventral placement interaction,
F(1,22) ⫽ 4.3, p ⫽ 0.05; supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Inhibition of CeA by muscimol microinjections elicited stronger defensive treading behavior than CeA DAMGO [m ⫽
34.6(12.8) seconds treading/session; 71% of animals; muscimol vs
vehicle, t(8) ⫽ 2.7, p ⬍ 0.05; supplemental Figure 4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material], at levels comparable to that seen after muscimol or AMPA antagonist microinjections in the caudal accumbens shell (Reynolds and Berridge,
2008). Muscimol-induced treading was more prolonged and did
not alternate with periods of food intake as with DAMGOinduced treading, and was very rarely oriented toward food pellets (and again only occurred in testing chambers that contained
bedding).

Figure 6. Opposite effects of CeA opioid stimulation and muscimol inactivation on food
intake. DAMGO enhances and muscimol reduces the time spent eating in a 1 h period after
microinjections into the CeA and immediate vicinity. Summary data for all animals with cannulae placements in CeA are shown at bottom. * indicates difference from vehicle for all CeA
animals, p ⬍ 0.05.

menters nearby), and microinjections of GABA/glutamate agents
in limbic brain structures can sometimes elicit treading behavior
in the absence of a normally threatening stimulus (Reynolds and
Berridge, 2001; Smith and Berridge, 2005).
Defensive paw treading behavior was observed in ⬃20% of
rats after CeA DAMGO in chambers containing corncob bedding, but only very rarely observed after vehicle microinjections
[⬍4% of rats tread more than once/1 h session; main effect of
drug, F(1,22) ⫽ 5.9, p ⬍ 0.05; supplemental Fig. 4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material]. DAMGO-

Other behavioral effects of DAMGO and muscimol
DAMGO moderately enhanced general locomotion in foodintake chambers, including cage crosses [147% of vehicle, t(8) ⫽
2.2, p ⬍ 0.05] and rears [146% vehicle, t(8) ⫽ 2.2, p ⬍ 0.05].
However, DAMGO decreased the number of grooming bouts
[t(8) ⫽ 2.4, p ⬍ 0.05] and did not affect the amount of time spent
sleeping [t(8) ⫽ 1.3, n.s.].
Muscimol generally decreased locomotion, including rearing
[54% of vehicle, t(8) ⫽ 2.6, p ⫽ 0.01] and decreased grooming
[17% of vehicle levels, t(8) ⫽ 3.7, p ⫽ 0.001].
Most rats (83%) also displayed unusual spontaneous digging
movements after muscimol in CeA in both autoshaping and
food-intake testing situations (Baldo et al., 2005), punctuated by
brief (5–30 s) periods of total immobility, which were never seen
after vehicle or DAMGO microinjections [main effect of muscimol on digging in autoshaping boxes, F(1,22) ⫽ 20.4, p ⬍ 0.001; t
test on muscimol vs vehicle in food intake chambers, t(8) ⫽ 2.4,
p ⫽ 0.05; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material]. These were different from defensive
treading in movement morphology (digging scooped or pulled
bedding toward the body, treading pushed bedding away), length
of bouts (digging occurred in bouts of 10 –240 s, treading occurred in bouts of ⬃1 s), orientation (treading was directed at
cage corners or other discrete stimuli, digging was not directed at
any stimulus), and ongoing behavior (digging occurred during
linear or circular forward locomotion, while treading occurred as
the animal was stationary or moving backward).
Fos plumes and functional spread of drug microinjections
Fos plume maps were constructed from histology performed on
brains of separate rats, which indicated that the local regions of
direct modulation produced by the drug/dose/volume parameters of microinjections at placement sites comparable to those
used in behavioral experiments above were mostly contained
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within the CeA nucleus. Fos was measured by counting the number of FLI neurons in ⬃80 sample boxes (0.125 ⫻ 0.125 mm; ⬃10
boxes along each of eight radial arms, spaced at 0.125 mm increments along each arm). Uninjected control rats spontaneously
expressed an average of approximately four to five Fos-positive
neurons per 0.125 mm 2 block in central, basomedial, and medial
nuclei of amygdala [CeA m(SEM) ⫽ 4.19(0.2); BMA m ⫽ 4.15(0.3),
MeA m ⫽ 4.5(0.5)], and this baseline number was not significantly
altered by vehicle microinjections [m ⫽ 4.8(0.5) cells per sampling
block]. DAMGO more than tripled Fos expression from 4 to 12
neurons within the inner portion of a plume-shaped zone that
stretched ventrally, medially, and/or laterally from the microinjection center [m ⫽ 12.6(1.3) Fos-positive cells/0.125 mm 2 sampling box]. In an outer zone extending further from the injection
center, DAMGO more than doubled the number of Fos-positive
cells over control levels [m ⫽ 10.0(0.4) per sampling block]. The
term “plume” describes the basic plume-like shape of these zones
where Fos expression was increased around the microinjection
site (compared with controls). Thus, DAMGO microinjections in
the central nucleus of amygdala produced roughly spherical Fos
plumes, with a total volume of tissue of ⬃0.43 mm 3 (0.47 mm ⫽
mean radius, used for symbols in maps).
Conversely, muscimol microinjections suppressed Fos expression to below half the spontaneous control levels of uninjected brains in a large zone surrounding the microinjection center [1.9(0.16) Fos-positive cells per 0.125 mm 2 sampling block in
BMA and MeA]. Such inhibitory zones of local Fos suppression
have previously been called “antiplumes” (Smith and Berridge,
2007). Typically, a large antiplume of inhibition surrounded a
small excitatory center near the microinjection center that constituted ⬍20% of its total volume [7.2(0.4) cells per sampling
block]. Overall, the total volume of muscimol-induced neuronal
modulation (central Fos plume ⫹ outer Fos antiplume) was 0.21
mm 3, which was used for mapping symbols (0.37 mm total radius). Examples of Fos plumes are shown in Figure 2 and supplemental Figure 5 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material), and complete Fos plume radii and estimated volumes
are listed in supplemental Table 1 (available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material).
The entire volume of the unilateral CeA nucleus was estimated
to be ⬃1.27 mm 3 (⬃2 mm AP ⫻ between 0.4 and 1.3 mm DV
and ML), and we calculated the average DAMGO plume center of
intense Fos elevation to fill ⬃2.4% of CeA volume, whereas its
outer plume of moderate Fos filled ⬃43% of CeA volume. The
largest muscimol outer plume (actually an inhibitory antiplume)
similarly filled ⬃36% of CeA volume. Beyond the CeA, the larger
amygdala complex (including basolateral, medial, and basal nuclei as well as central nucleus) was estimated to be ⬃8.7 mm 3,
which implied that each outer DAMGO or muscimol plume/
antiplume filled ⬃5– 6% of the entire amygdala complex (amygdala between AP levels 1.32 and 3.36 caudal of bregma; size ⫽ ⬃2
mm AP ⫻ 1.4 –2.9 mm DV and ML).
On the basis of these measurements and on site placements
confirmed histologically in rats used for behavioral experiments,
we calculated that 94% of rats in behavioral experiments had Fos
plumes mostly contained within the CeA (n ⫽ 79). DAMGO
injections had the strongest effects on prepotent CS consummatory behaviors when microinjections were centered directly into
the CeA, as opposed to just outside it. For example, placements
that would produce plumes contained completely within the CeA
enhanced nibbles and sniffs to ⬎160% of vehicle levels [vehicle
m(SEM) ⫽ 3.4(0.5), DAMGO m ⫽ 5.8(0.6); t(8) ⫽ 5.1, p ⫽ 0.001].
Intense DAMGO Fos plumes were likely entirely contained

within the CeA on at least one side for 69% of rats (n ⫽ 58) and on
both sides for 57% of rats (n ⫽ 48). On average, 74% of each
CeA-centered DAMGO plume would have stayed entirely within
the boundaries of CeA, including nearly all of the most intense
Fos activation zones. The remainder of peripheral plumes likely
penetrated the basolateral (BLA; 33%), basomedial (BMA; 25%),
or medial (MeA; 25%) nuclei of amygdala, which are also implicated in motivation or learning. In our site control results, placements for which the plumes were calculated to be mostly outside
the CeA failed to enhance consummatory behaviors [n ⫽ 15;
108% of vehicle; vehicle m ⫽ 4.3(0.5); DAMGO m ⫽ 4.4(0.5); t(14)
⫽ 0.1, n.s.]. We note that this does not exclude participatory roles
in normal reward-related motivation and learning for BLA or
BMA, which have been suggested by lesion studies (Holland et al.,
2002; Everitt et al., 2003; See et al., 2003; McDannald et al., 2004;
Corbit and Balleine, 2005; Petrovich and Gallagher, 2007) but
suggest only that opioid stimulation of CeA is sufficient to enhance incentive salience. Future studies would be needed for a
more complete comparison map of amygdala nuclei.
In addition, we again found some evidence for localization of
function within subregions of CeA itself. Only DAMGO sites in
the anterior half of the CeA produced strong enhancements of
consummatory sniffs and nibbles of the sucrose-delivering CScup
in CScup-preferring rats (between ⫺1.4 and ⫺2.04 mm caudal of
bregma; 132% of vehicle day consummatory behavior). Furthermore, DAMGO at sites in the posterior half of the CeA actually
decreased consummatory behaviors directed toward the CScup
(sites between ⫺2.04 and ⫺3.4 mm caudal of bregma: 87% of
vehicle day, t(4) ⫽ 2.9, p ⬍ 0.05; anterior vs posterior difference, F(1,7)
⫽ 7.7, p ⬍ 0.05]. In contrast, the entire CeA appeared to support
enhancements of CS⫹ lever interactions in rats that preferred this
CS, suggesting a possible interaction between cue prepotency and
subregional differences that deserves further exploration.

Discussion
Here, we report that opioid stimulation of the CeA intensified
and focused incentive salience to make one reward cue more
“wanted” than others. CeA microinjections of the  opioid agonist DAMGO increased appetitive and consummatory behaviors
toward each individual’s prepotent cue (selected based on pavlovian learning and individual factors), without amplifying the
attractiveness of other cues. Normally, nibbling and sniffing behaviors are directed at food itself, but here, they were directed at
a starkly artificial metal CS that became a prepotent incentive cue
(Jenkins and Moore, 1973; Davey and Cleland, 1982) and were
intensified to frenzied-appearing levels by CeA DAMGO (Fig. 3;
Video 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Conversely, CeA inactivation by muscimol microinjection
dramatically reduced these appetitive and consummatory behaviors. Thus, we conclude that CeA bidirectionally modulates the
amplitude of incentive salience, making particular reward cues
more or less “wanted.” Focused CS “wanting” may often guide
adaptive behavior toward a reward, but at intense levels may also
have maladaptive consequences, as in addiction.
Here, each rat had its own individual prepotent CS—the target it preferentially approached and orally manipulated with intense nibbling and sniffing behaviors. For some, the prepotent
cue-triggered incentive target was the sucrose-predictive CS⫹
lever, whereas for others it was the sucrose-delivering CScup. In
both cases, CeA opioid activation made only the already prepotent CS more powerfully able to pull in appetitive and consummatory behavior as a “motivational magnet.” The other CSs in
the chamber were typically not enhanced. Even for the few rats
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that ordinarily split their nibbles and sniffs between both CSs,
CeA DAMGO enhanced the incentive salience of only one. Thus,
CeA opioid activation appears to magnify and focus incentive
salience predominantly on one cue at a time.
We do not suggest that rats confused their prepotent cue with
the associated food reward (stimulus substitution), since their
consummatory behaviors toward their CS⫹ lever or CScup dish
cue remained sensitive to their physical metal features. For example, DAMGO stimulated only the nibble and sniff behaviors that
constitute the initial phase of CS consummatory bouts, but never
the terminal phase of slower bites that lead to actual swallowing of
food UCSs. Furthermore, the consummatory behaviors toward
the CS were distorted in that DAMGO in CeA actually drove CS
nibbles and sniffs to higher levels than were usually displayed
toward actual food pellets (while not enhancing consumption
bites). This suggests that physical CS features continued to influence the expression of motivated behavior—just as UCS features
can determine whether behavior directed at pavlovian cues is
ingestive, social, sexual, or another motivation type (Jenkins and
Moore, 1973; Lajoie and Bindra, 1976; Timberlake and Lucas,
1985; Tomie, 1996; Uslaner et al., 2006).
We note that our incentive salience interpretation of CeA opioid enhancement goes beyond interpretations of cue-directed
behaviors as merely approach or attentional sign-tracking of pavlovian stimuli (Kaye and Pearce, 1984; Cardinal et al., 2002; Everitt et al., 2003; McDannald et al., 2004; Day et al., 2006; ElAmamy and Holland, 2007), although these interpretations are
not mutually exclusive. Analogously, human drug addicts do notice and approach drug stimuli, but also find those stimuli motivationally compelling, making the addiction difficult to give up.
Similarly, the rats’ intense, frenzy-like bursts of consummatory behaviors toward their prepotent CS seems best explained with a
motivation-based incentive salience framework. That framework
suggests that CeA DAMGO made the prepotent cue take on stronger
UCS-appropriate incentive properties, and so become more wanted
in a food-like manner (although not fully substituting for food).
CeA opioids enhance phasic temporal peaks of “wanting”
DAMGO was constantly present in CeA and only gradually declined during test sessions, but responses toward the reward cue
occurred as transient 8 s bursts that were closely time-locked to
insertions of the CS⫹ lever. This phasic pattern of enhancement
was not simply the result of CS availability, since it applied even to
the CScup, which was constantly present. Rather, the phasic pattern reflects a synergistic or multiplicative interaction in generating incentive salience between (1) mesocorticolimbic activation
(relatively constant) and (2) presence of an associative CS for
reward (phasic). That is, according to the incentive salience hypothesis, limbic activation multiplies the incentive value of a perceived CS, producing “wanting” in pulses that come and go with
the CS rather than as a steady, constant drive (Wyvell and Berridge, 2001; Tindell et al., 2005). A related measure of cuetriggered incentive salience is pavlovian to instrumental transfer
(PIT), which is attenuated by CeA lesions (Hall et al., 2001; Holland
and Gallagher, 2003; Corbit and Balleine, 2005). If CeA opioids indeed enhance incentive salience “wanting,” then it can be predicted
that CeA DAMGO microinjection should also amplify cue-triggered
“wanting” for a UCS reward in a phasic-pulsed manner in PIT, similar to its amplification of CS incentive motivation here.
Anatomical localization of function
Beyond the amygdala, incentive salience is mediated by larger
mesocorticolimbic reward circuits, including nucleus accumbens
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dopamine, ventral pallidum, and other structures (Wyvell and
Berridge, 2000; Zhang et al., 2003; Tindell et al., 2005; Day et al.,
2007; Volkow et al., 2007; Di Ciano, 2008). CeA opioid activation
likely recruited these other components (Phillips et al., 2008).
Additionally, DAMGO microinjections here sometimes spread
to BLA or medial amygdala (MeA), which have roles in reward
learning and motivation (Cardinal et al., 2002; Everitt et al., 2003;
See et al., 2003; McDannald et al., 2004; Corbit and Balleine,
2005), and are even more important than CeA for some cueevoked consummatory behaviors, such as eating (Holland et al.,
2002; Petrovich and Gallagher, 2007). Future studies will be
needed to clarify the relative roles of CeA versus other amygdala
nuclei in cue-triggered incentive salience, and results may depend
on the conditioned behavioral response (e.g., CS autoshaping or
cue-triggered UCS intake), type of neural manipulation (pharmacological stimulation or lesion), and functional consequence
(stimulation of motivation or attenuation) examined in each
study.
Within the CeA, some evidence indicated that a “hot spot”
may exist within an anterior subregion for amplifying CSdirected motivation. DAMGO microinjections in the rostral onethird (⬃0.4 mm 3) of the CeA nearly doubled consummatory
behaviors, whereas more caudal injections actually caused reductions below control levels. We note that the rostral CeA is reported to differ in several neurobiological ways from caudal CeA,
which might be related to localization of function for motivational effects (Zardetto-Smith and Gray, 1990; Bernard et al.,
1993; Shammah-Lagnado et al., 2001; Jolkkonen et al., 2002).
Fear versus feeding effects in CeA
CeA manipulations sometimes appeared to elicit fearful or defensively motivated behavior in addition to appetitive motivation.
For example, muscimol inactivation of CeA caused defensive
treading in most rats when they were tested in chambers containing corncob bedding suitable for throwing and pushing. Defensive treading is associated with fearful motivation (Owings and
Coss, 1977; Treit et al., 1981; Reynolds and Berridge, 2008) and
consists of forceful pushing of bedding toward a threat (here,
typically toward the experimenter visible beyond the transparent
wall of the chamber). CeA opioid activation also elicited defensive behavior from some rats, which was sometimes even directed
toward the same food pellet the rat ate a few seconds before or
later. Fearful behavior appeared independently of appetitive motivation (i.e., treading accompanied increased food intake after
DAMGO, and decreased food intake after muscimol). These mixtures of fear and feeding motivation might reflect ambivalence in
motivational salience, consistent with the possibility that the generation of desire and dread may share some underlying mesocorticolimbic mechanisms (Salamone, 1994; Levita et al., 2002; Kapur, 2003; Faure et al., 2008; Reynolds and Berridge, 2008).
Addiction and targeted incentive salience
Drug addiction and other compulsive motivational disorders often involve excessive motivational attractiveness of pavlovian
CSs. For example, some cocaine addicts “chase ghosts,” drawn by
their attraction to small white pebbles (Rosse et al., 1993), which
could result from sensitized levels of “wanting” targeted on stimuli that resemble cocaine CSs (Robinson and Berridge, 1993).
The incentive-sensitization theory of addiction posits that excessive motivational salience of drug cues contributes to cueinduced craving and relapse, even after long abstinence from
drugs (Robinson and Berridge, 1993, 2008). Our results may
open a way to explain a puzzle in cued relapse: how incentive-
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sensitization can specifically amplify “wanting” for drug CSs
without amplifying “wanting” for other CSs or rewards (Vanderschuren and Everitt, 2005). At least in principle, our findings
indicate that particular reward cues can be selectively targeted
with enhanced incentive salience in a “winner take all” manner.
In this case, enhancement resulted from activation of CeA opioid
neurotransmission, and we note that drug cues elicit amygdala
activation (including opioid activation) in human addicts (Grant
et al., 1996; Franklin et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2007). Furthermore,
our results also suggest drug priming could further enhance the
incentive salience of prepotent cues, as DAMGO microinjections
did here, thereby intensifying the urge to binge in an addict who
had tried to take “just a little” drug. Similar CeA mechanisms, if
endogenously activated to aberrantly focus incentive salience on
cues for food, money, or other rewards, might also participate in
binge eating, gambling, and other compulsive disorders.
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